logic of biology. In this review, I attempt to summarize The striking conceptual and molecular similarities beour current understanding of bacterial cell biology with tween prokaryotic and eukaryotic cell biology thus a focus on its relevance as a conceptual model system make bacteria powerful model systems for studying for exploring structure/function relationships in simple fundamental cellular questions.
Introduction
Bacteria Have Homologs of the Eukaryotic For decades, bacteria have been appreciated as powCytoskeleton erful model systems for studying the basic principles Cytoskeletal elements must be included in any discusof molecular biology. Much of our knowledge of eukarysion of cell biology, as they represent the key regulators otic replication, transcription, translation, and DNA reand executors of virtually every eukaryotic cellular propair comes through analogy with the well-characterized cess, be it cellular morphogenesis, division, differentiabacterial versions of these processes. At the cellular tion, or macromolecular trafficking. The perceived ablevel, however, the combination of small size and apsence of cytoskeletal networks in bacteria was once parent lack of membrane bound organelles made bacconsidered a defining distinction between prokaryotic teria appear to be homogenous, static structures and eukaryotic cells. Bacteria do not possess an obviwhose development and organization fundamentally ous need for a cytoskeleton: they maintain their shapes differed from eukaryotes. Indeed, how could such simwith a rigid cell wall that serves as an exoskeleton, and ple species ever help us understand the wondrous their small size enables molecules to diffuse across complexity of our own cells? Thus, despite being excelbacterial cells at rates that should obviate the need for lent models for eukaryotic molecular biology, bacteria active transport. Moreover, the sequencing of large were historically viewed as poor models for eukaryotic numbers of bacterial genomes (186 at time of writing, cell biology. (Bi and Lutkenhaus, 1991) . Despite their weak seria dynamically localize proteins, DNA, and lipids to requence homology, the similarity between FtsZ and tuproducible addresses within the cell and use this dybulin was confirmed by their strikingly similar crystal namic organization to tightly regulate complex cellular structures (Lowe and Amos, 1998). FtsZ is found in virevents in both space and time.
tually all bacteria, archea, and chloroplasts and acts as The molecular components regulating this subcelluthe central organizer of prokaryotic cytokinesis, though lar organization often resemble those that mediate the the specific mechanism by which the FtsZ ring contracts remains unknown (Lutkenhaus and Addinall, 1997). FtsZ is the earliest protein known to localize at to direct proteins to specific poles. Akin to eukaryotic cytoskeletal trafficking, the molecular polarity inherent in an MreB actin-like filament may thus be translated into a mechanism for directing global cell polarity. place. Most protein localization studies thus only serve to push the question back one level rather than to actuThough diffusion capture and targeted localization may explain much of protein distribution, both mechaally address the origin of subcellular organization. One exception is the self-organizing Min system for FtsZ lonisms depend on the existence of previously localized determinants. Diffusion capture requires a separate calization in E. coli (Figure 3) . The medial placement of the FtsZ ring in E. coli is mechanism to localize the capturing factor, while targeted localization requires a mechanism to structure or regulated by the Min proteins. 
